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1. Initiate the BHN and 
EWR assessment
How will be study be 
executed?

2. Delineate RU, select 
study sites
Where will detailed work 
be undertaken?

3. Determine reference
condition, PES and EIS
What are the ecological 
status, importance and 
future ecological 
objectives?

4. Determine BHN and 
EWR
How much water do you 
need for basic human 
needs and to maintain a 
certain ecological status?

5. Determine operational 
scenarios and evaluate 
consequences
How will the current state 
and ecological objectives 
be influenced by future 
changes in operation?

6. Ecological 

will achieve our objectives

6. Ecological 
specification, monitoring 
and implementation 
information
How do we know that we 
will achieve our objectives

RESOURCE UNITS: WHERE DOES IT FIT?
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Determine hotspots 

(High priority areas)

Determine Resource 

Units
Select EWR sites / 

delineate estuary

Undertake field work 

(seasonal)
Analyse data Determine PES, EI, REC

Determine EWRs for different 

ecological states (Rivers)

Evaluate scenarios and 

determine ecological state 

(Rivers and Estuary) 

STEP 3 & 4

STEP 2

STEP 5

DETAILED EWR DETERMINATION 

RIVER RESOURCE UNITS
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RUs require different EWRs (due to 
different flow patterns, reaction of 
habitat and biota to stress, 
management and operational 
structures). 

The detailed approach refers to 
Management Resource Units

WHAT ARE RIVER RESOURCE 
UNITS?

MANAGEMENT 

RESOURCE UNIT B, C & D

MRU B: Vanderkloof Dam wall 

to Prieska: 

� Prieska town logical endpoint 

(water level fluctuation less 

significant and irrigation 

decreases downstream). 

� No EWR site - constraint of 

ESKOM operational rules.

MRU C: Prieska to Boegoeberg 

Dam: 

� Dam logical endpoint 

� Most of MRU influenced by 

backup or  inaccessible - no 

EWR site

MRU D: Boegoeberg Dam to 

Augrabies Falls: 

� Land use is similar. 

� The Augrabies Falls - end of the 

MRU as a natural barrier. 

� EWR O2 selected
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MANAGEMENT RESOURCE UNIT E

MRU E:Augrabies Falls to 

Vioolsdrift Weir: 

� Coincides with Natural RU.

� Irrigation is limited and 

constrained by accessibility. 

� An EWR site selected 

downstream of (and not in) NP 

due to access limitations

MANAGEMENT RU F & G MRU F: Vioolsdrift Weir to the Fish 

River confluence. 

� The Fish River forms a logical endpoint 

as the only large tributary entering the 

Orange at this point. 

� An EWR site was selected downstream 

of Vioolsdrift Weir.

MRU G: Fish confluence to the start of the estuary:

� Landuse is vastly different, but the operation is the same 

for this area i.e. a conduit for water through to the 

downstream mining areas that include irrigation and 

towns. 

� EWR selected in critical area within the Transfrontier Park

. 
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WETLAND RESOURCE UNITS

Wetland RUs: Wetlands are classified into 

different types termed hydro-geomorphic 

units, i.e. according to its hydrological and 

geomorphological context within the 

landscape.  Each wetland type will have 

generic functionality, hydrological 

requirements and management strategies.  

RUs therefore represent similar wetland 

types in the geographic area (catchment).

WHAT ARE WETLAND RESOURCE 
UNITS?
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Seeps and depressions in the 

northern part of the southern Kalahari; 

quaternary catchment D42A.

WETLAND RU 1

Depressions in the southern part of 

the southern Kalahari (includes some 

flats, seeps and unchannelled valley 

bottom wetlands)

WETLAND RU 2
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Depressions in the southern Kalahari and Ghaap 

Plateau.

WETLAND RU 3

Depressions and unchannelled valley 
bottom wetlands in the eastern Nama 

Karoo (includes some seeps and 

channelled valley bottom wetlands).

WETLAND RU 4
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Depressions in the western Nama 

Karoo (includes seeps, flats and 
unchannelled valley bottom 
wetlands)

WETLAND RU 5

Seep and channelled valley 
bottom wetlands in the southern 

Namaqua Highlands and southern 

Western Coastal Belt (includes 

some flats and floodplain 

wetlands).

WETLAND RU 6
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Floodplain wetlands along the 

Nossob, Auob, Molopo and 

Orange rivers.

WETLAND RU 7

Wetlands associated with the Orange River mouth (which 
is a RAMSAR site). 

WETLAND RU 8
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ESTUARY RESOURCE UNITS

� Estuary delineation must include all areas 
subjected to tidal action or back flooding when 
mouth closes, i.e. all estuarine associated 
vegetation and processes not only the estuary 
water body but also supporting physical and 
biological processes and habitats necessary for 
that estuarine function and health

� Downstream boundary: Estuary mouth. Upstream 
boundary: limits of tidal variation or salinity 
penetration, whichever penetrates furthest. 

� Map the Estuary Functional zone based on the 5 m 
contour (Survey and Mapping, Mowbray)

DELINEATION
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� Considered all permanent coastal water bodies 
(i.e. water bodies that do not dry out) that are 
sporadically, or permanently, linked to the sea as 
estuarine systems, e.g. the Groen and Spoeg. 
Ephemeral systems such as the Holgat, which 
dries out, are excluded. 

� Where no orthophotos were available (e.g. Groen 
and Spoeg), floodplains were mapped from Spot 5 
imagery using changes in topography and 
vegetation types as indicators. 

� Apart from the Orange, the following estuaries will 
be assessed: Swartlintjies, Buffels, Groen, Spoeg, 
Sout

SELECTION OF ESTUARIES FOR FURTHER 
WORK
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ORANGE ESTUARY RU

SWARTLINTJIES ESTUARY RU
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BUFFELS ESTUARY RU

GROEN ESTUARY RU
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SPOEG ESTUARY RU

SOUT ESTUARY RU
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1. Initiate the BHN and 
EWR assessment
How will be study be 
executed?

2. Delineate RU, select 
study sites
Where will detailed work 
be undertaken?

3. Determine reference
condition, PES and EIS
What are the ecological 
status, importance and 
future ecological 
objectives?

4. Determine BHN and 
EWR
How much water do you 
need for basic human 
needs and to maintain a 
certain ecological status?

5. Determine operational 
scenarios and evaluate 
consequences
How will the current state 
and ecological objectives 
be influenced by future 
changes in operation?

6. Ecological 

will achieve our objectives

6. Ecological 
specification, monitoring 
and implementation 
information
How do we know that we 
will achieve our objectives

RIVER AND ESTUARY COMPONENTS: WAY FORWARD TO 
NEXT MEETING

QUESTIONS FOR CLARIFICATION


